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Zebrafish prefer to breed over a substrate, and Rowena Spence published in 2007 that a gravel substrate was preferred to sand by both wild and domesticated male and female zebrafish.  She also showed that egg survival was greater when breeding occurred over gravel.  Commercially available breeding tanks have been designed with this in mind and contain a colander-like insert that provides the illusion of a natural substrate and allows eggs to fall into a protected space so they cannot be eaten.  Some fish culturists use marbles in the bottom of tanks as a substrate. The eggs fall into the spaces between the marbles where they are protected from being eaten.  It could be argued that marbles closely resemble the gravel present in the natural breeding environment of wild zebrafish and shown to be a preferred substrate by Dr. Spence.



Experimental Design 
 Used young adult AB fish all from one large group 

mating and raised under identical conditions 
 Subdivided these into small groups of 3 female and 

2 male fish for study purposes  
 Used marbles of 6 different colors: 
 Clear, black, red, green, blue, and yellow 

 Set up all possible combinations of two colors 
 15 sets of different pairs of colors  

 Exposed fish to each color combination 
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Sample Color Preference Tank 
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This is a sample color preference tank. A fry baffle divides  the tank into two approximately equal sides.  Red marbles are on one side of this baffle, and  blue marbles are on the other side.  Fish were added to one side and allowed 10 minutes to shoal.  This is the amount of time reported in the literature for shoal formation to occur (Engeszer et al, 2007).  Then the divider was removed and fish were allowed to swim freely in the tank for an additional 15 minutes.  The divider was replaced, and the number of fish over each color was recorded.  This was repeated several ways to control for the possibility that the side of introduction or the color of introduction might influence the choice.  So fish were added to the red side of the tank with red on the right, then with red on the left, and then were added to the blue side with blue on the right, and finally with blue on the left.  We also exposed each group of 5 fish to multiple pairs of colors. 



Overall Color Preference 
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This figure shows the numbers of fish that appeared to pick each individual color.  The x axis represents the different colors used, and the y axis indicates the number of fish resting over each color.  The fish preferred clear marbles over any other color, but also liked the red and black marbles almost as much.  The fish preferred all other colors over blue.  This data represents 900 individual color choices. Using a multifactorial ANOVA and the Tukey test, the preference for color was most significant for the choice between clear or blue marbles (0.0473).



Did fish breed better over  
a particular color? 

 Set up group breedings of 5 fish per tank (3 
females, 2 males)  
 Tanks held either clear, red, or blue marbles 
 Collected and counted eggs produced 
 Cultured eggs and counted hatched fry 
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Then in order to see if the color of the marbles affected eggs production and larvae viability, I set up group breedings using either clear, red, or blue marbles.  I collected and counted all the eggs produced, and then cultured the eggs to the hatching stage.



Overall Results 
 Average eggs produced per group (3 females, 2 males): 
 RED:      388  
 CLEAR:  338 
 BLUE:    331 
 

 Percentage of eggs that hatched per group: 
 RED:       70%  (271 fry) 
 CLEAR:  77%  (260 fry) 
 BLUE:     60%  (198 fry) 
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Fish produced more eggs over red marbles than over either clear or blue marbles.  In addition, more fry hatched from eggs produced over red or clear marbles than over blue.  While a greater percentage of the eggs were hatched over clear marbles than over red marbles, there were more fry produced per group over red marbles because the number of eggs laid was higher. This suggests that breeding is more efficient over red and clear marbles. In our hands, we have saved several lines of fish that were breeding poorly by breeding them over red marbles.
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